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ABOUT OUR COVER
The Parks & Recreation Department held the second annual
Independence Day Celebration at the ball fields on July 2, The
celebration included a variety offood, music and fireworks . Don't
be left out this year! Watch for announcements and join yourfriends
and neighbors for the 2010 event!
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Henry (Mason) Blanton started with the Town of Wake-
field in 1969. He served as a Part Time Police Officer,
Animal Control Officer, as well as many other duties over
the last 40 years. Henry's dedication to this Town has
been legendary - no matter what, you could always rely
on him. Henry is a true professional; and his outgoing
and friendly demeanor will be hard to replace. It is no
overstatement to say that we all love and respect him. We












Henry Blanton retired 12/31/2009
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Minutes cfthe 2CC9
Annual Tew n Meeting
To the inhabitants of the Town of Wakefield in the State of New
Hampshire qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified of the First and Second Session of the
2009 Annual Town Meeting as follows:
FIRST SESSION
You are notified to meet for the First Session of the Annual Town
Meeting, to be held in the Opera House of the Wakefield Town Hall.
2 High Street. Sanbornville. New Hampshire, on Saturday, January
31, 2009. at ~:00 p.m. The First Session will consist of explanation,
discussion, and debate of each of the following warrant articles, and
will afford those voters who are present the opportunity to propose,
debate, and adopt amendments to each warrant article, except those
articles whose wording is prescribed by state law.
The inhabitants of the Town of Wakefield met at the Opera House
of the Town Hall at 7:00pm to discuss the town budget according to
the above notice.
The Moderator Bradley Hayes opened the meeting at 7:00pm.
Mr. Hayes led the pledge of allegiance. Liz Olimpio gave the invoca-
tion.
The Moderator introduced himself and Town Clerk Teresa Wil-
liams. He introduced the Selectmen's Chair Mark Duffy. Selectman
John Blackwood and Selectman Ken Paul. Town Administrator Rob-
in Frost and Town Attorney Richard Sager. He introduced the Bud-
get Committee Chairperson Howard Knight, who in turn introduced
the members of the Budget Committee. Mr. Knight recognized Da-
vid Stevens for his many years of sen ice on the Budget Committee.
Mr. Knight stated that immediately following this session the budget
committee will be meeting to discuss and vote on any money articles
that might have had a change.
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The Moderator recognized Connie Twombley who made a mo-
tion that this session of the town warrant be adjourned by 11:00pm
and no article be taken up for consideration after 10:50pm. In the
event that all articles in the warrant have not been acted upon, the
Moderator is authorized to reconvene this session at a date, time and
place, which meets the approval of the majority of the voters present.
Motion was seconded and passed unanimously.
The Moderator stated that under SB2 we cannot vote on articles
this evening (that is done at the election in March), but we can amend
any article except the zoning articles. He then stated the Rules of
Order.
Article 2: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 1 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows: In order to fulfill the Town's obligations as required by a
new State law signed by the Governor on June 30, 2008, this amend-
ment adds a new article to allow the development of "Workforce
Housing" in specific districts and establishes specific criteria for such
housing? (Majority vote required.)
The Moderator read the article. Nancy Bancroft asked a ques-
tion about the words "fulfill Town's obligation." She was under the
impression that the town superseded the State Law. Mr. Cools, a plan-
ning board member asked if our non-resident town planner Kathy
Menici could speak to the article. She stated that State legislature
adopted a new law last year with regard to workforce housing. It re-
quires that municipalities review their ordinances and land use regu-
lations to be certain that there are not any requirements that would
disrupt the creation of that kind of housing. It does not require us
to find developers that meet that type of requirement. Mrs. Bancroft
stated that the article states to allow the requirements not to review
the requirements. Attorney Rick Sager said this has been a law since
1992 and that it requires towns to have their fair share of workforce
housing. Bruce Rich asked which zoning districts this would affect.
Mr. Sager stated it is allowed in the village residential zone, the resi-
dential 1 zone, the residential 3 zones and the agricultural zone. It
is not allowed in residential 2, which is the area that surrounds our
water bodies. Lyman Holmes asked what is workforce housing. Ms.
Menici stated that workforce housing classifies income guidelines.
For housing that will be developed for purchase it has to be afford-
able to families that make up to a maximum of $63,000 and for rental
housing it would have to be affordable to families that make up to
$35,000.
No further discussion on this article.
Article 3: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows: Amendment adds "Contractor Yard" as a permitted use in
specific zoning districts and adds development standards and related
definitions associated therewith? (Majority vote required.)
The Moderator read the article. Mrs. Twombley asked what zon-
ing districts does this article refer to. Mr. Cools stated it would affect
residential 3, agricultural and light industrial. Mr. Holmes asked if
this has a grandfather clause. Mr. Cools stated the rule the planning
board had was if it was not in the ordinance it was not permitted. The
board recognized that the town has a lot of contractor yards and until
now they were not permitted. This rule is being created so that they
will be permitted.
No further discussion on this article.
Article 4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordi-
nance as follows: Amendment adds footnotes to Table 2 - Minimum
Setbacks to reduce certain setback requirements for pre-existing lots
of record in the Residential III and Agricultural Districts and increas-
es the shoreline setback to comply with State law? (Majority vote
required.)
The Moderator read the article. No discussion on this article.
Article 5: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordi-
nance as follows: Amendment replaces current language of Article
15 (pertaining to performance standards of lots located near a lake or
pond) with abbreviated language that, in part, makes reference to the
State's recently amended Comprehensive Shoreland Protection Act?
(Majority vote required.)
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The Moderator read the article. No discussion on this article.
Article 6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
5 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Or-
dinance as follows: Amendment adds language to existing Article
23B - Home Enterprises to define "Home Office" and to clarify that a
home office is not subject to the requirements of Article 23B - Home
Enterpiises? (Majority vote required.)
The Moderator read the article. No discussion on this article.
Article 7: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 6 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows: Amendment adds a new article to authorize the Planning
Board to assess impact fees on new development and includes related
definitions of terms, waivers from fees and administration policies?
(Majority vote required.)
The Moderator read the article. No discussion on this article.
Article 8: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
7 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Or-
dinance as follows: Amendment allows Small Wind Turbines, and
adds development standards and related definitions for this use? (Ma-
jority vote required.)
Note: Article 8 is proposed in response to legislation adopted by the
NH State Legislature and subsequently signed into law by the Gov-
ernor on July 11, 2008.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Rich asked for an explana-
tion of the vision of this article. Mr. Cools stated that it allows you
to have a wind turbine on your property if you have enough land.
He stated the rules are very similar as to the cell phone towers. Mr.
Rich asked if there are any limitations as to which zoning district
they could have wind turbines. Ms. Menici stated the turbines are
permitted in residential 3 and the agricultural zone, for which you
can receive a permit in the code enforcement office. In all other zon-
ing districts it is required to have a conditional use permit. They are
not allowed in the historic district. Mrs. Twombley asked how many
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acres are needed. Mr. Cools stated there has to be enoush room for
the fall zone. Mr. Winckler asked if there is a provision for noise. Mr.
Cools stated that yes there is a decimal limit. There was much discus-
sion on this article.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 9: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordi-
nance as follows: Amendment adds development standards, related
definitions and modifies Article 3 Table 1 - Permitted Uses to allow
Outdoor Wood-Fired Heaters as a Permitted Use? (Majority vote re-
quired.)
Note: Article 9 is proposed in response to legislation adopted by the
NH State Legislature and subsequently signed into law by the Gov-
ernor on July 1 1 . 2008.
The Moderator read the article. No further discussion on this ar-
ticle.
Mrs. Twombley stated that next year it would be nice if the plan-
ning board could have handouts available with the explanations of all
zoning articles being discussed.
Article 10: By Petition: We the undersigned voters and taxpayers
of the Town of Wakefield. New Hampshire, have created this petition
to repeal and omit the attached Article 34 from our Town's Zoning
Ordinance. (Majority vote required.)
Article 10 is not recommended by the Wakefield Planning Board.
The Moderator read the article. He asked if any of the petitioners
were present. Mr. Fogg spoke stating that in article 34. if something is
not specifically permitted it was prohibited. He stated that article 34
gives the ordinance some teeth, but the zoning ordinance is effective
with or without article 34. Attorney Mr. Sager stated that article 34 is
one of the smallest articles in the zoning ordinance. It basically says
that whatever uses are not permitted then they are prohibited. There
are two types of ordinances in New Hampshire. One is a permissive
type of ordinance, which is what our town has and the other one is
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a prohibited type of ordinance, where you would list all the acts that
are not permitted. He feels it is wise to leave it in the ordinance. Mr.
Ellis mentioned that people have land rights and we should be able to
use it the way they want. Mr. Sager stated that we have had permis-
sive ordinance since 1986. He stated that our ordinance does permit
a lot of things in our town. He recommended that you go to the town
hall and get a copy of the ordinance and look at the charts to see what
is permitted and what is not. There was much discussion on this ar-
ticle.
No further discussion.
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to be added
to the Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 1 1-0.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Blackwood moved the ar-
ticle and Mr. Duffy seconded. Mr. Blackwood spoke to the article
stating that it allows for the future replacement of an ambulance. He
stated the current balance is $82,970.59. Mr. Peterson asked why we
are now increasing the appropriation to $25,000 when we have been
putting $10,000 in the fund since 2004. Fire Chief Todd Nason stated
that like anything else the cost has gone up. They were planning on
spending around $100,000 in two years for a new ambulance, but
when they started looking into the cost it is around $140,000. He stat-
ed that he had a $100,000 for the fire truck appropriation and $15,000
for this article. They decided to reduce the fire truck appropriation
and add that $10,000 to this article.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be added to
the Bridge Construction Capital Reserve Fund previously estab-
lished. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 9-1-1
.
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The Moderator read the article. Mr. Duffy moved the article and
Mr. Blackwood seconded. Mr. Duffy spoke to the article and stated
the amount in the reserve is $20,942.40. He mentioned that there are
two bridges on the list Canal Road and North Wakefield Road. They
are going to cost a significant amount of money to repair and we need
to repair them before the State closes the bridges for use.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Ninety Thousand Dollars ($90,000) to be added to the
Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (Ma-
jority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 9-0-2.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Paul moved the article and
Mr. Duffy seconded. Mr. Paul spoke to the article and stated the
amount in the reserve is $41 ,287.19. He stated that we are looking to
replace a truck in 2012.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) to be added to the
Town Hall Improvement Capital Reserve Fund previously estab-
lished. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 9- 1-1
.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Duffy moved the article and
Mr. Blackwood seconded. Mr. Duffy spoke to the article and stated
that originally they put $100,000 in the article and it was reduced to
$50,000. He mentioned that in the past couple years we have done
repairs to the inside of the building, but this year we need to fix issues
on the outside. The shingles need to be replaced and the dormers need
to be addressed. Currently in the reserve is $176,742.02.
Mr. Becker made a motion to amend the article from $50,000 to
$137,500 motion was seconded. He spoke to the article stating that
the number he gave is an average of the last several years warrant
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articles that have been approved by the town. Those funds accom-
plished three major projects in the town hall. He did remind us that in
2004 & 2005 the Wakefield Opera House committee found out that
the building was not in code with the State Fire Marshall's office.
The Wakefield Opera House committee worked with the town to have
a master plan to assure the State Fire Marshall's office that the town
was proceeding due diligence. Mr. Kasprzyk explained why the bud-
get committee reduced the original amount. Mr. Rich asked if there
is a target date to finish the whole project. Mr. Duffy stated that there
is no time frame to finish due to the cost. Mr. O' Connor asked why
the roof & basement were not fixed first before we put money into the
inside of the building. Mr. Becker stated that the money comes from
different sources. Funds appropriated through the town warrant are
used by the discretion of the town. The WPI's funds have very clear
descriptions as to how the money can be spent. A vote was taken on
the amendment by a show of hands. The amendment was defeated.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of Twenty-Three Thousand Dollars ($23,000) to be
added to the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund previously es-
tablished. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 11-0.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Paul moved the article and
Mr. Blackwood seconded. Mr. Paul spoke to the article stating that
the C1P calls for a replacement of a cruiser every year. The current
balance in the reserve is $9,089.80.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be added to the
Technology Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (Ma-
jority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 8-2-1
.
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The Moderator read the article. Mr. Duffy moved the article and
Mr. Blackwood seconded. Mr. Duffy stated that this reserve fund al-
lows for the replacement of computers and software updates. The re-
serve balance is $21 ,789.37. Mr. Duffy mentioned that we need to re-
place the town server and two computers. The server cost is $15,000
and the computers cost $1 ,500 each.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be added to
the Highway Truck Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 9-2.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Blackwood moved the ar-
ticle and Mr. Duffy seconded. Mr. Blackwood stated that this amount
would be added to the reserve for the replacement of a Kenworth
6-wheeler at an approximate cost of $90,000. The reserve balance is
currently $15,973.35.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) to be added to the
Transfer Station Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 9-1-1
.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Duffy moved the article and
Mr. Blackwood seconded. Mr. Duffy spoke to the article stating that
this reserve will eventually pay for the construction of the new layout
of the Transfer Station. The current reserve balance is $89,832.09.
We currently have CMA looking at the transfer station for a new lay-
out plan.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to be added
to the Wastewater Treatment Facility Capital Reserve Fund pre-
viously established. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 10-1
.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Duffy moved the article and
Mr. Paul seconded. Mr. Duffy spoke to the article and stated that cur-
rently in the reserve is $95,974.37. He mentioned that a study is be-
ing performed to come up with a plan on removing the sludge from
our lagoons. Mr. Peterson stated that all the taxpayers should not have
to pay for town septic and water. He feels the people that are on the
town systems should be paying more for this than the people that
have private systems. Mr. Duffy discussed that we all contribute to
the septage lagoons and the town has to maintain the lagoons.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be added to the
Cemetery Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund previously estab-
lished. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 9-2.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Paul moved the article and
Mr. Blackwood seconded. Mr. Paul spoke to the article and stated that
the reserve balance is currently $7,605.62.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Five Thousand, Four Hundred Seventy-Nine Dollars
($5,479) for the operation of and purchase of equipment for the
PEG channel. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 7-3-1.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Duffy moved the article and
Mr. Blackwood seconded. Mr. Duffy spoke to the article stating that
currently we are broadcasting the meetings on the PEG channel. This
money is to purchase equipment needed to run the station more ef-
fectively and to pay videographers for the recording of meetings. Mr.
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Paul made a motion to amend the article by 50% to raise and appro-
priate $2,740 the motion was seconded by Mr. Blackwood. He stated
that this amendment will still allow for the committee to purchase
the equipment they need, but may not be enough to hire someone to
video tape. A vote was taken by a show of hands. The amendment
passed.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 22: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to enter into a three year lease agreement for Nineteen Thousand,
Six Hundred Forty-Four Dollars ($19,644) for the purpose of
leasing a Ford Ranger for staff use and to raise and appropriate
the sum of Seven Thousand, One Hundred Twenty-Five Dollars
($7,125) for the first year's payment for that purpose. This lease
agreement contains an escape clause. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 8-2- 1
.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Blackwood moved the ar-
ticle and Mr. Duffy seconded. Mr. Blackwood spoke to the article
stating that the vehicle will be available for all the staff at the Town
Hall, but the main use will be by the building inspector. He men-
tioned this would be much more cost effective and reasonable than
paying mileage to employees for using their own vehicles. He stated
that currently the town is spending $7,000 in mileage to employees.
A question was asked wouldn't it be better to buy a small car. Mr.
Duffy stated that the building inspector goes all over the town on
roads that are very rough, so he would require a truck. Ms. Faucette
asked how many miles are allowed with the lease per year. The Town
Administrator Robin Frost stated that the mileage is unlimited. There
was much discussion on the type of vehicle that should be leased. Mr.
Duffy made a motion to amend the article to 'Tor the purpose of the
leasing of a vehicle". The motion was seconded. A vote was taken
with a show of hands. The amendment passed.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
Eight Thousand, Three Hundred Twenty-Two Dollars ($8,322)
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for the purpose of constructing a Animal Control Facility at the
Public Safety Building. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0 and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 10-0-1
.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Paul moved the article and
Mr.Blackwood seconded. Mr. Paul spoke to the article stating this
will allow them to construct a kennel at the Public Safety Building for
the animal control officer to keep the animals that have strayed from
their owners. At this time they are being kept at the Animal Control
officer's private residence. Mrs. Knight asked if this is an outside or
inside facility. Mr. Paul stated that it is outside the facility on the rear
of the building. Mr. Wessell asked why we have not looked into hav-
ing a contract with the humane society for the animal control officer
to drop off the stray animals. Mrs. Nason mentioned that the budget
committee had not heard of this option. She was wondering if the
article wording could be changed. This would give the selectmen a
chance to look into the humane society option. Mr. Sager made a mo-
tion to amend the article to read "for the purpose of housing for stray
animals". The motion was seconded.A vote was taken by a show of
hands. The amendment passed.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 24: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to totally discontinue a portion of Old Stage Road, from the
southeast corner of Tax Map 231, Lot 4, to the Wakefield town
line. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a
vote of 3-0.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Blackwood moved the ar-
ticle and Mr. Duffy seconded. Mr. Blackwood spoke to the article.
He stated this was requested to be put on the warrant by the property
owners on both sides of the affected portion of the road. Mr. Kasprzyk
asked if it cost the town to keep this road on the books. This road is
a class V road and we do maintain the road. Mr. Fogg asked if the
person sells his property and the new owner wants to subdivide how
difficult would that for the town to accept that road after it has been
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discontinued. Mr. Blackwood stated that if the road is discontinued
and the new owner wants to subdivide he would have to build the
road to town specs.
No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 25: By Petition: The residents of Pinewood Crossing
petition the Town of Wakefield to vote to adopt Pinewood Cross-
ing as a town owned and maintained road. Pinewood Crossing
has 21 lots with 19 homes along with town water and three town
maintained fire hydrants. (Majority vote required.)
This article is not recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote
of 3-0.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Blackwood moved the arti-
cle and Mr. Paul seconded. It was asked if any of the petitioners were
present. Melissa Bennington is asking that the town take over the
road. The property owners maintain the road. Mrs. Nason asked if the
road is built to town specs. Mrs. Judge said that it was built to town
specs. Mrs. Nason asked if it is currently to town specs. Mr. Laporte
said it is built to town specs, why does the town say that is not. Mr.
Blackwood stated that it was built in 1986. He asked when was the
last time it was graded and had gravel brought in for repairing the
road. Mr. Laporte stated they graded the road about eight months ago,
but could not recall when they had gravel brought in to the road. Mr.
Blackwood mentioned the board just got a quote from Pike Industries
to bring the road up to town specs and the cost would be $120,000.
Mr. Laporte stated that the owners are looking just to have the road
be a class V road. They understand that it cost a lot to upgrade roads.
Mr. Sager mentioned that there are only three different types of roads
that it can be. One is a private road, which it is now. One is a Class V
road, which is what this will be if it is maintained by the town or class
VI road, which is town owned and not maintained. Mr. Sager sug-
gested that someone from the association call him if the article does
not get approved as there maybe other options they have to bring the
road up to town specs. If this article passes then it is a class V road
and the town would maintain. Mr. Duffy understands their situation,
but the town has about 62% of roads that are private. If this one road
gets voted in then a lot of other private roads will try to become town
owned roads. There was much more discussion.
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No further discussion article was left as written.
Article 26: Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operat-
ing budget, not including appropriations by special warrant ar-
ticles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set
forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by
vote of the first session, for the purpose set forth herein, totaling
$4,188,003? Should this article be defeated, the default budget
shall be $4,086,500, which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the Town or by law,
or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accor-
dance with RSA 40:13X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0 and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 1 1-0.
The Moderator read the article. Mr. Duffy moved the article and
Mr. Blackwood seconded. Mr. Duffy spoke to the article stating that
the budget is up 1 .4%. He talked about the some of the items that have
made the budget increase this year. The total packaged that the select-
men are presenting to the town is actually down by 2.6%. Mr. Becker
made a motion to amend the article to increase the proposed appropri-
ation to Wakefield Projects Inc from $2,400 to $10,000. The motion
was seconded. Mr. Becker did a presentation stating that Wakefield
Projects Inc. has raised over the course of the last six years $100,000.
In additional they have gone to regional, state & national foundations
and have raised $137,750. They have done many improvements to
the Opera House with that money. They have other restricted funds
waiting to be spent that they cannot spend because the improvements
to the main floor of the town hall have to be completed in order for
the money to be used in the Opera House. The amount of the commit-
ted money is about $130,000. Mr. Knight gave an explanation as to
how hard the budget committee worked in order to not raise the bud-
get too much. He understands the WPI has worked very hard on this
project, but felt that this year; during these difficult economic times,
was not a year to appropriate town money to the project. A vote was
taken by a show of hands. The amendment was defeated.
No further discussion. Article was left as written.
24
Article 27: To transact any further business that may legally
come before this meeting.

































































































Frost, Robin L $56,201.90
Gagne, Andrew B $839.28
Gagnon, Joshua P $15,152.10























































































































Thompson, Timothy E $6,887.00
Tierney. Sarah M $1 .050.00
Trepanier. Courtney L $1 .152.50
Turcotte , Evan R $2 ,752 .00
Twombley, Connie $334.18
Ward. Valerie $786.38
Williams , Teresa A S43 .855 .28
Williamson. Bradford $9,612.45
Williamson, Janet S $5,693.50
Wilson. Richard E $3,505.00
Winn, Warren $53,086.50
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NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-1 FOR 2009
LAND Lines 1 A. B. CD. E. F & G List all improved and unimproved land
- include wells, septic & paving







1 VALUE OF LAND ONLY - Exclude Amount Listed In Lines 3A, 3B and 4
A Current Use (At Current Use Values) RSA 79-A (See page 10) 11.354.42 1,148,972
B Conservation Restriction Assessment (At Current Use Values) RSA 79-B 258.94 27,193
C Discretionary Easement RSA 79-C 0.00
D Discretionary Preservation Easement RSA 79-D 0.00
E Taxation of Farm Structures & Land Under Farm Structures RSA 79-F 000
F Residential Land (Improved and Unimproved Land) 11,162.11 553,101,300
G Commercial/Industrial Land (Do Not include Utility Land) 370.04 8,293,900
H Total of Taxable Land (Sum of Lines 1A. 1B. 1C. 1D. 1E. 1Fand 1G) 23,145.51 562,571,365
I Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Land 913.40 20,664,200
2 VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONLY - Exclude Amounts Listed on Lines 3A and 3B
A Residential
409,348,600
B Manufactured Housing as defined in RSA 674:31
11,108,700
C Commereial/lndustnal (DO NOT Include Utility Buildings)
20.462,500
D Discretionary Preservation Easement RSA 79-D Number of Structures
E Taxation of Farm Structures & Land Under Farm Structures RSA 79-F M of Structures
F Total of Taxable Buildings (Sum of lines 2A, 2B, 2C. 2D and 2E)
440,919,800
G Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Buildings
11,773.300
3 UTILITIES (see RSA 83-F: 1 V for complete definition)




B Other Utilities (Total of Section B From Utility Summary)
4 MATURE WOOD and TIMBER RSA 79 .5
5 VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS (Total of Lines 1H, 2F. 3A, 3B and 4)
This figure represents the gross sum of all taxable property in your municipality
1,008,191,265
6 Certain Disabled Veterans RSA 72 36-a Total # granted
(Paraplegic & Double Amputees Owning Specially Adapted Homesteads with V A Assistance)
7 Improvements to Assist the Deaf RSA 72 38-b V Total # granted
8 Improvements to Assist Persons with Disabilities RSA 72 37-a Total tt granted 1 73,700
9 School Dining/Dormitory/Kitchen Exemption RSA 72 23 IV Total # granted
(Standard Exemption Up To $150,000 maximum for each)
Total * granted
10 Water/Air Pollution Control Exemptions RSA 72 12-a
11 MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION OF ALL PROPERTIES (Line 5 minus Lines 6. 7 8, 9, and 10)
This figure will be used for calculating the total equalized value for your municipality
1,008,117,565
Total tt granted
12 Blind Exemption RSA 72 37 M




13 Elderly Exemption RSA 72 39 a & b Total # granted 46 3,067,000
Total tt granted
14 Deaf Exemption RSA 72 38-b
Amount granted per exemption
Total tt granted
1 5 Disabled Exemption RSA 72 37-b




NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-1 FOR 2009




17 Solar Energy Exemption RSA 72 62 Total # granted
2 6,000
18 Wind Powered Energy Systems Exemption RSA 72 66 Total # granted
19 Additional School Dining/Dormitory/Kitchen Exemption RSA 72 23 IV Total # granted
20 TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS (Sum of Lines 12-1 9)
3,148,000
21 NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE FOR MUNICIPAL. COUNTY & LOCAL
EDUCATION TAX IS COMPUTED (Line 11 minus Line 20)
1,004,969,565
22 Less Utilities (Line 3A) Do NOT include the value of OTHER utilities listed on Line 3B.
4,700,100
23 NET VALUATION WITHOUT UTILITIES ON WHICH TAX RATE FOR STATE EDUCATION TAX IS
COMPUTED (Line 21 minus Line 22)
1,000,269,465




MEV HAMPSH RE DEPARTMENT OF -S E HUE -I'.' N STRAT S
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-1 r Z= 2009
UTILITY SUMMARY: ELECTRIC, HYDROELECTRIC. RENEWASLE-MISC .. NUCLEAR, GASPIPELINE. WATER & SEWER
nd dual companyAega ei e = . = :- :• operating p ants e~: : e: r :-e produol :- ifctrtouion and Iransnisaiuii erf ulULfciuiy. gas
pipefcne. water and petroleum deducts 'Cuoe ONLY the ranies of tie companies sled on the Instruction Sheets Seeinsfe :fonspage11
'
- S »l i
SECTION A: LIST ELECTRIC COMPANIES: 2C09
tttachaddSona sheet '-eece: Bee -;.:;-: =-:' VALUATION
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH 4,21 9, 1 00
NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 4 3\ Z C C
A1. TOTAL OF ALL ELECTRIC COMPANIES LISTED IN THIS SECTION: 4 790 100
See nsfructc'S page 1' 'of t*ie r a~es o':~e ~'ei-„~:e-:'7:~:e-e;
GAS COMPANIES
A2. TOTAL OF ALL GAS COMPANIES LISTED:
See '=-_:• :"s page 11 for the names of the limited number z' "T.e" e =
WATER & SEWER COMPANIES
A3. TOTAL OF ALL WATER & SEWER COMPANIES LISTED:
(See instructors page 1 1 for the names of tre inrited number of companies
GRAND TOTAL VALUATION OF ALL A UTILITY COMPANIES (Sum of Lines A1. A2 AND A3;
This grand total of ail seotions must agree with the total listed or. page 2. Itne 3A
4,700,100
SECTION B: LIST OTHER UTILITY COMPANIES (Exclude telephone companies).




TOTAL OF ALL OTHER COMPANIES LISTED IN THIS SECTION B:






NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION-
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-1 FOR 2009
TAX CREDITS
1 "NUMBER OF
LIMITS 1 INDIVIDUALS 1 ESTIMATED TAX CREDITS
RSA 72:28 Veterans' Tax Credit I Optional Veterans' Tax Credit
S50 Standard Credit
$51 up to $500 upon adoption by city or town
500 371 185,250
165,75 I







"The surviving spouse of any person who was killed or died while on
active duty in the armed forces of the United States..."
$700 Standard Credit
$701 up to $2,000 upon adoption by city or town
J
RSA 72:35 Tax Credit for Service-Connected Total Disability
2,000 18 36,000
"Any person who has been honorably discharged from the military
service of the United States and who has total and permanent service-




$701 up to $2,000 upon adoption by city or town
TOTAL NUMBER AND AMOUNT
If both husband & wtfe'civii union partner qualify for the credit they count as 2
If someone is living at a residence such as brother & sister, and one qualifies, count as 1, not one-half
390 221,750





















TOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS GRANTED AN ELDERLY EXEMPTION FOR
THE CURRENT YEAR & TOTAL AMOUNT OF EXEMPTION GRANTED
FOR CURR








65-74 46,000 65-74 9 414,000 368,000
75-79 62,000 75-79 10 620,000 620,000









MARRIED/CIV L UNION PARTNER
150,000
COMMUNITY REVITALIZATION TAX RELIEF INCENTIVE - RSA 79-E
NUMBER ADOPTED
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NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-1 FOR 2009
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENTS -RSA 79-D
Historic Agricultural Structures
TOTAL NUMBER OF STRUCTURES IN
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION
EASEMENTS
DESCRIPTION OF DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENTS GRANTED'
(i.e.; Barns, Silos etc )
MAP & LOT - PERCENTAGE GRANTED





TOTAL NUMBER OF OWNERS
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICTS
RSA 162-K
(See Tax Increment Finance Dist Tab for instructions)
Date of Adoption/Modification
Original assessed value
+ Unretained captured assessed value
= Amounts used on page 2 (tax rates)
+ Retained captured assessed value
Current assessed value
LIST REVENUES RECEIVED FROM
PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAX
Amounts listed below should not be included in assessed
valuation column on page 2.
MUNICIPALITY
LIST SOURCE(S) OF PAYMENT
In Lieu of Taxes
Number of Acres
State & Federal Forest Land. Recreation, and/or Flood Control
Land from MS^, acct. 3356 & 3357.
White Mountain National Forest, Only acct. 3186.
Other from MS-4, acct 3186
Other from MS-4, acct. 3186
Other from MS-4, accl. 3186
Other from MS-4, acct. 3186
Other from MS-4, acct. 3186
Other from MS-4, acct. 3186
Other from MS-4, acct 3186
Other from MS-4, acct. 3186
TOTALS of account 3186 (Exclude WMNF)
• RSA 362-A:6, was reinstated, effective 4H/2006 This slatule allows municipalities to enter into payment in lieu of tax agreements with smale scale
power facilities However, these new PILOT agreements are also taxable under RSA e3-F





NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF RE ENUEAC I 3TRAI
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
r : = v .,;_ r- 2O0B
VPREC I":.-- WATER PRECINCT DISTRICT
.-•.; Lines 1 A.B.C.D EFt
- ndudewe s ae:' : i :a





1 VALUE OF LAND ONLY - Exclude Amount Listed in Lines 3A. 3B and 4
- ;.--*-• _se (At Current Use Values) RSA "-- See:a:e':
B 723
S Conserve! on -a:- d :" -sseaa-'r-: (At Current Use Values) P S-
Z'sce ' - -r -B~.3~e~: -*S- ~i-~
scretionary Preservation Ease~- - 5 - 0.00
E = -a :" : r i~ i ".ctures & Lara _-;e' -=— SfcuUuna. RSA 7S-f : ::
F Residential Land (Improved and Un more -z.i i 272.15 29 955.100
G Commercal.lndustnal Land (Do Not include Utility Land) ::
9- 1,923 100
; a: e _a" a-— : -C:'- '3 ' Z ' Z - : r a - ; ' 3 n :• :• ££- -Z2
a> _•=-;; i ".:- -'a-arj-r _3~:
2 VALUE OF BUiLOISGS ONLY - Exclude Amounts Listed on Lines 3A a-d 33
- -a; :e- a
1 237.900
39.511.469
B Manufactured Housing as deSred in RSA B74 I '
997 -::
C Commerciai.lndustna: |DO NOT Include Utility Buildings)
6.183.615
D Discretionary Preservation Easeme- - 5 - '. _-:•=• : :: _:'. e;
E Taxation of Farm Structures & Land Under Farm Structures RSA 7S-F -
F Total of Taxable Buildings (Sum of lines 2A. 2B. 2C. 2D and 2£)
-6 -?: i'z-
3 Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Buildings
" rcC
"-"
3 UTILITIES (see RSA 83-F:1 V for complete definition) within district
A Utilities iRea 1 estateSue - :a a:c3 rat..s.pc»es'.vi<-es''lxtures of all
:es : :-3nspipeii.-es etc)
- 2-9 ::
B Otner Utilities (Total of Section B From Utility Summary)
4 MATURE WOOD and TIMBER RSA 79 5
5 VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS (Total of Lines in. 2F 3A. 3o a: -
This figure represents the gross sum of all taxable property in your muriopality
=: a~ :::
6 Certain Disabled Veterans RSA 72 36-a ~: a = z-- t:
Assistance)
7 Improvements to Assist the Deaf RSA 72 38-b > : a - ;a-e:
8 Improvements to Assist Persons with Disabilities RSA : a = : - a - r :
9 School Dinina/Dormitory'Kitchen Exemption SS- 72 II
£a^:3':E'a_ ;:" _:':$':; r 3. -a. -_- :' ea: _
=
.. a
10 Water Air Pollution Control Exemptions = SA ~2 <2-a
. a -.- = ".
"
11 MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION OF ALL PROPERTIES
"-=--';. :a .;e: ;• :a :- a' -; "a •:•= a:, a :a: a^:
.; L "as I
. : ;=
•
.: ir :: 7
12 Blind Exemption =S- 72 3"
_-=-'a; :e' =<s~:
13 Elderly Exemption =<5-"2 39a&b T;;a = :=" a: G a:
-
.000
. 14 Deaf Exemption RSA 72 38-b
": a = : =" a; D
Amount granted per exemption
'
^








-IAMPSH RE ZE.?^~": = \~ C-==.='._E-; , . , '.S""=-~:'.
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORMMS_1 FQR gQog




--sz \z~ :•.-- water precinct district
16 Wood-Heating Energy Systems Exe-notion RSA ~2 ^Z Total 6 cra-i:s: :
4 4.000
17 Solar Energy Exemption RSA 72 52 Tc:a: " graced
:
18 Wind Powered Energy Systems Exemption RSA 72 66 Totai # grar:sd
: :
19 Additional School Dining Dormitory/Kitchen Exemption RSA "2.23 Tola S granted
o
20 TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS (Sum of Lines 12-19)
405.000
21 NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE FOR VILLAGE DISTRICT





Town Hall, land and buildings $ 871,300
2 High Street
Public Safety Building, land and buildings $1,511,900
2017 Wakefield Road
Fire Department, land and buildings
Union $ 115,700
236 Main Street




Highway Department, land and buildings $ 301,000
1488 Wakefield Road
Annex Bldg (Parks & Rec) $ 188,600
132 Meadow Street
Town Beach & $ 396,400
Sanbornville Playground $ 53,500
$ 638,500
Sewer Plants and facilities $ 135,800
(1685 White Mtn. Highway - sewer plant and two lift stations
on Meadow Street)
Landfill, land and buildings $ 165,300
330 Rines Road
All lands and buildings acquired through
Tax collector's deed $ 520,200
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38 2009 Annual Treasurer's Report
GENERAL FUND
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2008 $2,248,685.21
(TD Banknorth and Profile Bank)
2009 REVENUE:
PROFILE DEPOSITS (Tax Collector, Town Clerk & Bookkee $7,246,294 85
TD BANKNORTH LOCKBOX DEPOSITS (Tax Collector) 52.143.715.60
TD BANKNORTH INTEREST $6,217.15
TD BANKNORTH TRANSFERS IN (From Various Town Fur $8,922,267 82




PROFILE BANK SERVICE CHARGES, RETURNED CHECK FEES & CHECK PRINT
PROFILE BANK RETURNED CHECKS
PROFILE BANK TRANSFERS TO TD BANKNORTH
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2009 $1,232,607.79
Profile Bank Balance as of 12/31/09 $61,599.37
TD Banknorth Balance as of 12/31/09 $1,171,008.42
TOTAL BANK BALANCES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2009 $1,232,607.79
WAKEFIELD PARKS & RECREATION TD BANKNORTH FUND
BALANCE AS OF JANUARY 1, 2009 $30,420.16
TRANSFERS IN (From Various Town Funds) $53,180.32
TRANSFERS OUT (To Various Town Funds)
INTEREST $738.31
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2009 $37,962.54
WAKEFIELD TAN TD BANKNORTH MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT
BALANCE AS OF JANUARY 1 , 2009 $1 ,500,985.66
TRANSFERS OUT ($1,502
INTEREST 51.151 53
(TAN PAID IN FULL AND CLOSED 2/09)
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2009 ($0.00)
39
2009 ANNUAL TREASURER'S REPORT
WAKEFIELD CONSERVATION TD BANKNORTH FUND
BALANCE AS OF JANUARY 1, 2009
TRANSFERS IN (From Various Town Funds)
TRANSFERS OUT (To Various Town Funds)
INTEREST
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2009
WAKEFIELD HERITAGE TD BANKNORTH FUND
BALANCE AS OF JANUARY 1, 2009
TRANSFERS IN (From Various Town Funds)
TRANSFERS OUT (To Various Town Funds)
INTEREST
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2009
WAKEFIELD SEWER TD BANKNORTH FUND
BALANCE AS OF JANUARY 1, 2009
TRANSFERS IN (From Various Town Funds)
TRANSFERS OUT (To Various Town Funds)
INTEREST
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2009
WAKEFIELD ESCROW TD BANKNORTH FUND
BALANCE AS OF JANUARY 1, 2009
TRANSFERS IN (From Various Town Funds)
TRANSFERS OUT (To Various Town Funds)
INTEREST
























Toni Bodah, Deputy Treasurer
2009 Town Clerk's Report
A few changes happened in 2009 in the clerk's office. As most of you
are aware there was a fee increase on most registrations. This took
effect on August 1, 2009. This charge on your registration is called a
surcharge. It was put in by legislation, and signed by the Governor on
June 30. 2009. This charge affects all registrations even for trailers
and motorcycles. With this change there was an increase for transfer-
ring registrations, vanity plates and boat registrations.
Do not forget that we are processing boat registrations, and if you
bring it here the town gets to keep their portion of the fees versus if
you sent it to the state, they keep all fees collected.
Dog licenses are due by April 30. 2010. If they were licensed here last
year we should have all information on file. With the help of our awe-
some Animal Control Officer Henry Blanton we licensed 1,300 dogs
this year that is a record for our town! The good thing about that is
that each one of those dogs has had a rabies vaccination, which helps
in the spread of rabies. Henry made his mark and now he is retiring.
The Police Department will be handling all animal control issues.
Call the main phone number with any issues. Henry served our town
for over 40 years and I had the pleasure to work with him for the last
20 years. He will certainly be missed.
My office hours have changed starting January 1, 2010. The new
hours affect mainly Saturdays. We will only be open the 1st and last
Saturday of every month instead of every Saturday: and Wednesday
hours have extended from 12:00 to 1:30.
As of last March we are now offering online processing of registra-
tions. This feature is just for renewals. The process is stated on the
renewal letter we send out or you can visit our website at www.wake-
fieldnh.com. This process plus being able to renew through the mail
should help out with the change in office hours.
The new transfer station permits are due but they are no longer being
sold in my office. You can obtain them from the Transfer Station.
41
As always we are here to help serve you in any way. Please call the
office anytime, and we will help you out the best we can. Have a safe





Town Clerks Financial Report
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 2009
Receipts
Auto Permits processed 7,299 $ 686,170.39
State Motor Vehicle Fees $ 385,750.44
Titles $ 2,204.00
Municipal Agent Fee $ 18,242.50
Certified Copies $ 2,400.00
Dog Licenses processed 1 ,300 $ 9,513.50
Animal Control Fines $ 250.00
Fishing & Hunting Licenses $ 3,873.00
Transfer Station Permits $ 3,414.00
Marriage Licenses $ 1,530.00
UCC Filings $ 960.00
Pole License Filings $ 10.00
Wetland Fees $ 41.00
Filing Fees $ 31.00
Boat Fee $ 6,738.66
Mailing auto reg fee $ 1 ,468.00
E-Regfees $ 425.65
Misc $ 0.25
2008 Redeemed Checks $ 44 1 .00
2008 Check Penalty Fees $ 50.00
2008 NSF Bank Fees $ 10.00
2009 Check Penalty Fees $ 325 .00
2009 NSF Bank Fees $ 60.00
Total Payments to Treasurer $1,123,908.39
Auto Refunds
From 2009 revenues $ 693.50
Tax Collector's Report 2009
43
The Low & Moderate Income Homeowners Property Tax Relief pro-
gram is offered annually. Eligible resident homeowners, regardless
of age, receive relief from a portion of the State Education Tax, which
is included in our tax rate. The filing period is May 1 st-June 30. In
2010 there will be a change in receiving the program forms. The State
will no longer be mailing the forms to individuals. The forms will be
available at the town hall by the end ofApril. For more details, please
contact my office.
I would like to remind the taxpayers the tax office accepts partial
payments. Many people find it easier to make small payments more
often rather than trying to save for a larger amount twice per year. If
anyone is interested in taking advantage of this option, please feel
free to contact my office to make arrangements.
As always, anyone having a tax question is encouraged to call the of-








For the Municipality of
TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
WAKEFIELD Year Ending 12/31/2009
UNCOLLECTED TAXES AT THE












S 1,779,428.02 $0.00 $0.00
Resident Taxes #3180 S0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Land Use Change Taxes #3120 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Timber Yield Taxes #3185 $ 397.93 $ 585.54 $0.00
Excavation Tax a S.02/yd #3187 S0.00 $6.92 $0.00
Utility Charges #3189 $ 5,483.99 $3,542.41 $0.00
Betterment Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Prior Years' Credits Balance** ($ 14,610.74)
This Year's New Credits ($17,684.59)
TAXES COMMITTED THIS FISCAL YEAR FOR DRA USE ONLY
Property Taxes #3110 $10,479,051.00 $1,014.00
Resident Taxes #3180 $0.00 $0.00
Land Use Change Taxes #3120 $ 6,200.00 $0.00
Timber Yield Taxes #3185 $ 102.53 $ 8,207.29
Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd #3187 $0.00 $0.00
Utility Charges #3189 $23,612.40 S 26,328.98




Land Use Change #3120
Yield Taxes #3185
Excavation Tax a $.02 l\ d #3187
Credits Refunded $15,808.16
Interest - Late Tax #3190 S 7,675.32 $ 66,404.07 $901.14 $0.00
Resident Tax Penalty #3190 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
TOTAL DEBITS S 10,500,154.08 S 1,887,264.28 S 5,036.01 $0.00
•This amount should be the same as the last year's ending balance. If not, please explain.
"Enter as a negative. This is the amount of this year's taxes pre-paid last year as authorized by RSA 80:52-a.
**The amount is already included in the warrant and therefore in line #3110 as a positive amount for this year's levy.
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION





For the Municipality of
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT







Property Taxes $5,251,140.29 $ 1,532,321.04 $0.00 $0.00
Resident Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Land Use Change Taxes $ 700.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Timber Yield Taxes $0.00 $ 8,423.66 $213.08 $0.00
Interest & Penalties $ 7,675.32 $ 66,404.07 $901.14 $0.00
Excavation Tax @ S.02/yd $0.00 $0.00 $6.92 $0.00
Utility Charges $ 17,941.83 $ 24,395.58 $ 1,464.04 $0.00
Converted To Liens (Principal only) $0.00 $ 249,307.31 $ 2,450.83 $0.00
Betterment Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 S0.00
Discounts Allowed $0.00 S0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Prior Year Overpayments Assigned ( $ 8,238.57
)
ABATEMENTS MADE
Property Taxes $ 2,652.00 $ 1,537.12 $0.00 $0.00
Resident Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Land Use Change Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Timber Yield Taxes $0.00 $0.00 S0.00 $0.00
Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd $0.00 S0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Utility Charges $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Betterment Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 S0.00
CURRENT LEVY DEEDED $ 9,880.00 $0.00 $0.00 S0.00
UNCOLLECTED TAXES - END OF \TAR #1080
Property Taxes $ 5,215,378.71 $0.00 $0.00 S0.00
Resident Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Land Use Change Taxes $ 5,500.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Timber Yield Taxes $ 102.53 $ 181.56 $0.00 $0.00
Excavation Tax @ S.02/yd $0.00 S0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Utility Charges S 5,670.57 $ 4,693.94 $0.00 $0.00
Betterment Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Property Tax Credit Balance* ( $ 8,248.60
)
xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx
TOTAL CREDITS $ 10,500,154.08 S 1,887,264.28 S 5,036.01 so.oo
*Enter as a negative. This is the amount of taxes pre-paid for next year as authorized by RSA 80:52-a.




For the Municipality of
TAX COLLECTORS REPORT





Unredeemed Liens Beginning of FY SO.OO $181,097.00 $ 121,523.44
Liens Executed During FY $0.00 S 286,985.46 SO.OO SO.OO
Unredeemed Elderly Liens Beg. of FY SO.OO $0.00 SO.OO
Elderly Liens Executed During FY $0.00 SO.OO $0.00 SO.OO
Interest & Costs Collected S0.00 S 2,025.34 $11,458.47 S 26,356.26






Redemptions SO.OO S 47,941.14 $ 76,232.48 $ 74,492.58
Interest & Costs Collected #3190 SO.OO S 2,025.34 $11,458.47 S 26356.26
Abatements of Unredeemed Liens $0.00 S410.ll $ 274.85 S 1,835.80
Liens Deeded to Municipality SO.OO $22,618.37 S 20,726.40 S 23,043.85
Unredeemed Liens End of FY #1110 SO.OO S 216,015.84 $ 83,863.27 $22,151.21
Unredeemed Elderly Liens End of FY SO.OO SO.OO $0.00 $0.00
TOTAL LIEN CREDITS SO.OO S 289,010.80 $ 192,555.47 S 147,879.70
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With no changes to Board members, the Board had its usual organi-
zational meeting with the appointing of a Chairman and Vice Chair-
man. The motion was made to have Selectman Duffy to remain as
Chairman and Selectman Paul to serve this year as Vice Chairman.
The board/committee assignments were discussed as recommended
by Selectman Paul and approved. The assignments can be viewed
on the Town's web site www.wakefieldnh.com and are posted in the
Town Hall
.
The economic short falls of 2009 put many projects on hold. The
public safety building 2nd floor project was tabled, and an advisory
committee was formed to explore the possibilities of reducing the
cost for completion. The transfer station design was also tabled; it
was requested that the board seek a final plan with a cost figure that
would represent the total cost for completion. The additional compac-
tor was added to the station as planned, which will allow much need-
ed maintenance of the old compactor and will increase efficiency of
trash compaction. The renovation of the town hall roof was awarded
to Meridian Construction. Work started in September and has been
suspended due to weather conditions, with completion expected in
the spring of 2010. Much of the work is done, and the addition of the
clock face painting looks great. The Wakefield Projects Inc. continues
to seek grants for opera house funding, as the Board will look into
a final number for completion of all the upgrades. The wastewater
treatment land application of sludge permit was approved by the New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, which will save
the Town from the associated hauling cost of the material. All capital
reserve articles related to these projects had no additional funds re-
quested this year. The Invasive Species capital reserve fund also had
no funds requested as the yearly requested draws from lake associa-
tions did not require additional funds.
The Selectmen also continued to perambulate Town lines, having met
with the Middleton Selectmen, and completed the perambulation of
the Wakefield/Middleton Town line. Brookfield and Ossipee have
been contacted, and completion of those boundaries is expected in
2010.
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The continued wet weather during the spring/summer season prompt-
ed the Board to direct the Highway Department to inventory all the
culverts and ditches along the roads for possible repairs. A schedule
is being developed to check these areas continually. The public is
encouraged to report any culvert that may need cleaning or washed
out conditions to prevent further erosion damage. A wood fire furnace
was added to the Highway Department facility to save on fuel cost
associated with heating the building. The Canal Road Bridge was
visited, and a cost estimate to fix erosion problems was addressed
with Acton Maine officials. The scope of work will be completed
in 2010. The bridge is still weight-restricted and the application for
State Bridge program has been completed for cost analysis. Being a
historic bridge, the Board is seeking ways to keep the historic value
while upgrading the weight restriction.
The Selectmen also requested to meet with State officials Senator Jeb
Bradley and Representatives Joseph Fleck and Dino Scala to discuss
the anticipated revenue shortfalls with the State budget. Many ques-
tions were asked about what to expect in the coming years, and the
message was clear that the Town should be preparing for less rev-
enues provided by the State.
Much of the year was focused on the budget and areas to reduce cost.
The Department Heads were asked to start early and come in flat or
below last year's appropriations. We all worked hard to present a
budget that truly represented the needs of the Town. The budget was
completed and sent to the Budget Committee with a 2% reduction.
After much debate and review the budget was reduced by 4.3% by
the Committee.
The Town Planner's resignation brought more focus to our planning
needs, and the Board looked at many options and chose to use plan-
ning services as directed by the Planning Board. The need to finish
the Master Plan for the Town will require the Planning Board to seek
outside help to complete.
Another notable event was the approval of the COPS grant program,
adding another full time officer with the grant providing the first three
years of salary and benefits and the Town committing to one year
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thereafter. Chief Fifield, with the approval of the Board, applied for
the stimulus money the grant provided and was awarded one officer.
Many communities applied for this grant with decisions being based
on the need for the additional officer. Congratulations to Chief Fifield
for his successful completion of the grant, and welcome to Melanie
Locke, our newly hired officer. The Heritage Commission, with the
hard work of all its volunteers, opened Heritage Park at the Union
Railroad Station. Our hats off to the Commission and the volunteers
for their dedication to preserve our Town for future generations.
This year was a tough one for many of our citizens. The Board wish-
es to thank all who helped and donated to our food pantry. The pantry
provided many meals to families in need, and the overwhelming sup-
port of the community was indeed notable.
Respectfully Submitted,
Mark P. Duffy, Chairman
Kenneth S. Paul, Vice Chairman
John J. Blackwood
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Animal Control Officers Report
\
It has been many years that I have served the community of Wake-
field, New Hampshire. In the capacity of Health Officer, Police Offi-
cer and Wakefield Animal Control, I have met many people and have
tried to serve all in a helpful, good and respectful way.
All good things come to an end, and it is now time for me to retire. I
would like to thank each of you for the help all the way. Every day
has been different, not one case like another. Each phone call, an
emergency to the caller, could be, or would be, handled in its own
special way.
Run away dogs, missing kitty, horses on the highway, pigs, sheep or
goats at large, even flocks of turkeys or geese has needed a special
handling. Even your pet killed by an auto accident is cause for the
Animal Control Officer to be called to help.
It is a shame to see all the animals that are just thrown away, dropped
off and left to fend for themselves. In these hard times, more and
more people forget that the animals cannot take care of themselves.
It is a crime to disregard the animals. Please call your Police Depart-
ment or shelters for help. Most of them are there to help you.
This year has been outstanding with a total of 1300 licensed dogs.
An additional 56 dogs are not counted as they are in 10 kennels, with
one license for all the dogs. The Rabies Clinic was a success again in
April of 2009. A breakdown of services follows:
Forfeitures 58
Warnings 23 for 30 dogs
Short Sheets 47
Notice Calls 41 Town Clerk Reminders
Telephone Calls 1300+
Miles 3105.5
My last reminders: Licenses are due by April 30, 2010. Rabies shots
have to be up to date.
Just because I retire, does not mean State laws change. Please keep







Due to budget cuts in 2009, there were not enough funds to complete
a statistical sales analysis and adjust property values accordingly re-
flecting the changes in the market. The Board has asked again for the
money in the 2010 budget in order to complete such tasks.
The Board of Assessor put the assessing services out to bid for 2010.
We are pleased to inform you the bid was awarded to R. B. Wood &
Associates, LLC. The annual assessing contract came in at $45,000,
and the statistical update contract in the amount of $7,000, totaling
$52,000 for the 2010 tax year. This is an overall savings of $18,000
from the contract amounts submitted for 2009.
Appeal/Abatement Process
Due to the fact the tax bills were mailed on January 11, 2010, the
due date for all abatement applications will be March 11, 2010 for
the 2009 tax year. Please remember to look at the market value as of
April 1 , 2009 for any 2009 appeals.
The Board processed 59 abatement applications for the 2008 tax
year.
Exemptions/Tax Credits
All exemption and tax credit applications are due by April 15 of each
year.
If you have any questions regarding your property assessment, tax
credits, exemptions or if you would like to schedule an appointment
with the Board of Assessors, please do not hesitate to contact the As-
sessing Technician, Cindy Bickford, at 522-6205 X300, or stop by







The accounts of the Town of Wakefield for the year 2009 will be
audited in February 2010. The Auditor's Report is expected to be
completed in April 2010 and will be available for public inspection at
the Selectmen's office, once received.
General Fund Balance Report
EXHIBIT CI
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This has been a very productive year for the Cable Board and for the
PEG station. Channel 3. First and foremost we would like to thank
the voters of Wakefield for the S2740.00 appropriated for the pur-
chase of new station equipment. Thanks to you we were able to pur-
chase a professional rack to mount broadcast equipment in. as well
as two cameras to be permanently mounted at the Town Hall in the
conference room to record and broadcast public meetings, as well as
DVD players and controllers.
Despite the fact that Annie Robbins had to leave the board to spend
time with family, we have been able to increase our programming.
Annie was a huge asset to the board and PEG station. She was a
board member, assistant station coordinator, secretary, and liaison be-
tween your Cable Board and everyone on the planet! In September
2009 both the Board of Selectmen and the Cable Board accepted An-
nie's resignation with deep regret, noting her service had been greatly
appreciated.
As far as channel 3. we have been able to increase the programming
dramatically this year. We have had more volunteers step forward
and help us financially as well as technically. Not only have we been
able to air public meetings, but with help from Jim & Debra Miller,
and more recently Nick Scala. we have been able to broadcast basket-
ball games and Parks & Recreation functions. We have also been able
to air public service announcements from your local town officials.
We hope to continue providing informative and entertaining program-
ming to the residents of Wakefield, and the surrounding towns served
by Time Warner Cable. We are still looking for volunteers to record
meetings and other events, as well as technical help with editing and
producing material for broadcast.
The board would like to thank the Selectmen for their help and sup-
port in establishing Channel 3. thanks to the staff in town hall, thanks
to our volunteers, and thanks to Mr. Sager for donating a laptop com-
puter to the station.
Respectfully submitted,
Dave Tibbetts. Chairman John Kenney
Relf Fogg. Vice Chair Jerry O'Connor
Mark Duffv. Selectman Nick Scala
Cemetery Trustees
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2009 was a busy year for the Wakefield NH Cemetery Trustees. Work
on the new Stonehedge Cemetery on Route 109 (Lovell Lake Road)
went very well this year. Roads are in, lot areas were seeded, and the
grass is doing well. We should be able to sell lots in 2010.
We also appointed Dave Mankus as Sexton (custodian) of the Wake-
field cemeteries. He has been a great asset to the Trustees. He in-
stalled the first water line in Stonehedge on his own. Many thanks go
to him for this and all other projects he did.
We want to thank the Wakefield Highway Department for their help
at Stonehedge for doing the roads. It has been a lot of work for all
involved, and many thanks to one and all.
We thank Fred Elliot Property Maintenance for the wonderful job
done on all cemeteries in Wakefield in 2009. They have the contract.
Great job. Received many compliments from people for their work.
We have over 120 cemeteries in Wakefield. If any person, family,
or organization would like to adopt a small cemetery to maintain,
please contact Cemetery Trustees at Wakefield Town Hall, 2 High
Street, Sanbomville NH 03872. This would save a lot of money for
the Town.
We made two trips, spring and fall, to inspect all cemeteries.
Lastly, I, Allan Mayranen, want to thank my other Trustees for all
they do for the cemeteries and for me. Great job, guys. Thank You.
If I missed thanking anyone, it was not intentional.
Respectfully submitted,
Allan E. Mayranen, Chairman
Dennis Herman, Secretary
Kenneth Fogg
















TOTAL FEES COLLECTED in 2009
Wakefield continues to attract new construction. For example, in our
community a total of twenty new homes are being built! Four are new
residential homes on vacant lots, one is a modular home, thirteen are
camps/cottages that were demolished with new homes being built in
their place, and 2 are homes destroyed by fire that are currently being
replaced.
Commercial construction for 2009 brought a new addition to Profile
Bank located on Meadow Street.
Many of the open permit files from 2007 and earlier that have required
inspections and attention from the department have been closed and
placed in the permanent files. Even after closing out old permits, there
remain about five hundred open and active permits, and of those, fif-

















The office conducted 1568 inspections, acted on 293 complaints (old
& new), and obtained 85 hours of continuing education.
House Bill 120, effective January 1 , 2010, requires installation of car-
bon monoxide detectors in all new single and multi-family dwellings,
permitted or substantially rehabilitated single or multi-family dwell-
ings, and rental units. It appears that the new state 2009 International
Residential Code and International Building Code will go into ef-
fect on April 1, 2010. The new 2009 code books may be purchased
through the office by placing an order.
We are always pleased to speak with you. If you have questions or
concerns with any issues, stop by the office. We are located in the
lower level of the Town Hall with easiest accessibility from the park-
ing lot located behind the building. Office hours are Monday thru
Friday 8:00 am to 4:00 pm.
If you are not able to stop by the office you may access Building Per-
mit Applications on-line by printing all four ^asterisked* pages at the
Town of Wakefield website www.wakefieldnh.com.
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur Capello
Code Enforcement Officer/Building Inspector/Health Officer
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Conservation Commission Report
Throughout 2009, the Wakefield Conservation Commission has re-
viewed many applications for shore land & wet land permits. The
Commission also spent a good deal of time working with Conserva-
tion Easements
.
Other activities we've been involved in include working with local
snowmobile clubs; the Boy Scouts and the railroad to improve ac-
cess to 3 contiguous properties in the southern part of town called the
Barbour properties. We've spoken with the Loon Center in Tufton-
boro about oversight of nesting sites on Pine River Pond and Balch
Lake. While the Town and the Conservation Commission have sev-
eral hundred acres under Conservation Easements, little information
has been disseminated to the town's residents about locations and
how the properties can be used. Some are open to hiking, picnic,
biking, snowmobiling, hunting, bird watching etc., but nothing com-
prehensive is available to tell residents what can be done where. In
the short-term, we're working on a pamphlet. In the long term, we're
working on a web site that will include pictures, maps, lists of allowed
activities, etc. We urge all residents to use these properties for their
designated purposes. To encourage "interdepartmental" communica-
tion, we've assigned each member with the responsibility to make
sure they are current on another commissions/committees activities,
and he or she with ours. We, again, sponsored local children's atten-
dance at Barry Camp, a conservation camp operated by the NH Fish
& Game. Attendance was up this year, again, and children & parents
worked to supplement the tuition. This program, and others like it
teach our children about how to keep our beautiful state as pristine
as possible. While Barry Camp is suffering some financial woes this
year, we are looking at other camps to continue the momentum in this
learning process. Each year, the Conservation Commission sponsors
a Pride Day booth. We share ideas on how to conserve water and wa-
terfront, the benefits of Conservation Easements, and sell small trees
to residents for small reforestation projects. In closing, we want to
thank Nate Fogg and Stan Lombara for their dedicated service on the
Commission, accepting with regret their resignations in 2009.
Members: Peter Kasprzyk, Chairman
Wm. Day, Relf Fogg, Dave Mankus, Paul Mathias,
Ken Jeffrey, Teresa Williams
Wakefield Fire - Ambulance Report
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2009 was the busiest year the EMS side of the department has expe-
rienced. The fire side of the department was down slightly, although
there was an increase in structure fires. We operate 4 fulltime Fire-
fighter/EMT personnel to make up coverage from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., 7
days a week, and call personnel the remaining time.
In keeping with the replacement schedule we have in place for the
fire department, we are looking to replace the 2001 Crown Victoria
with an SUV command vehicle. This vehicle would carry equipment
for first response to fires, as well as motor vehicle accidents. We are
also looking to replace the 1996 International Ambulance. This is the
older of the 2 ambulances and would be used in trade.
The Wakefield Fire and Ambulance responded to a total of 879 calls
in 2009. EMS calls in 2009 were 585. Fire calls in 2009 were 294.
Motor Vehicle Accidents 57 Snow Machine Accidents 1
High Angle Rescue 1 Alarm Activations 40
Structure Fires 22 Chimney Fires 3
Car Fires 4 Brush Fires 4
Illegal Fires 19 Mutual Aid 40
Service Calls 20 Spills, Leaks 35
Areas of Town:
Calls in Wakefield 512 East Wakefield 177
Union 51 Brookfield 49
We continue as a member of the Ossipee Valley Mutual Aid Asso-
ciation, as well as our mutual aid relationships with our neighbors
across the border in Maine, and those in Strafford County. Wakefield
responded to 55 calls for fire or ambulance to other communities and
received mutual aid 111 times. This includes Paramedic intercepts,
automobile accidents and structure fires.
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Listed below are the members of the Wakefield Fire Rescue Department.
I would like to thank them for their dedication and their families for the
support and understanding for the long hours:
Rhodes Haskell. Deputy Chief
Dean Nason. FF. Captain
George Pearce. FF. Captain
Ken Paul. FF. Captain
Jen\ Rowe. FF. Lieutenant
Mike Moore. FF. Lieutenant
Dave Cotreau. FF. Lieutenant
Sam Morrill, FF/EMS. Lieutenant
























My thanks and gratitude to the Sanbomville Firemen's Association
funds raised by the association go to benefit the department.
All
I would also like to thank the East Wakefield Volunteers for their con-
tinued support. The officers and members of the Wakefield Fire Rescue
Department want to thank all the Town Departments and the citizens of
Wakefield. We appreciate and value your support. Thank you all.
Stav safe and have a healthv 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
Todd C. Nason. Chief
Wakefield Fire Rescue Departme
Forest Fire Warden
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of
New Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands work collaboratively
to reduce the risk and frequency of wildland fires in New Hampshire.
To help us assist you, please contact your local Forest Fire Warden
or Fire Department to determine if a permit is required before doing
ANY outside burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit
is required for all outside burning unless the ground is completely
covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environ-
mental Services also prohibits the open burning of household waste.
Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire department or DES at
1-800-498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe
open burning requires diligence and responsibility. Help us to pro-
tect New Hampshire's forest resources. For more information please
contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or online
at www.nhdfl.org.
Spring fire season was unusually short this past year, with wet weath-
er beginning the third week in April and lasting virtually all summer
long. Consequently both the number of fires and the number of acres
burned were below the last five year average. Due to state budget
constraints, the staffing of our statewide system of 16 fire lookout
towers was limited to class III or higher fire danger days. Despite
the reduction in the number of days staffed, our fire lookout towers
are credited with keeping most fires small and saving several struc-
tures this season due to their quick and accurate spotting capabili-
ties. The towers fire spotting capability was supplemented this year
by contracted aircraft and the Civil Air Patrol when fire danger was
especially high. Surprisingly the largest single fire this year occurred
in late November during an unusual dry spell, in the northern Coos
County town of Clarksville. This fire burned 17.1 acres and is pre-
sumed to have been caused by a careless hunter. Many homes in New
Hampshire are located in the wildland urban interface, which is the
area where homes and flammable wildland fuels intermix. Several
of the fires during the 2009 season threatened structures, a constant
reminder that forest fires burn more than just trees. Homeowners
should take measures to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to
their home. Precautions include keeping your roof and gutters clear
of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green space
around your home free of flammable materials. Additional informa-
tion and homeowner recommendations are available at www.fire-
wise.org. Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department and
the state's Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
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2009 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported a? of December 3. 2009)
figures do not include fires under the jurisdiction of the White Mountain National
Foresti
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Highway Department Report 77
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The Wakefield Highway Department has the following agenda for
2010: Shim and overlay .6 miles on Pickpocket Road and .9 miles
on Walsh Road. This department continues to pride itself on being
staffed by qualified individuals, each with their own area of expertise.
As a group, they comprise an exemplary team. I thankfully appreci-
ate all the work done by:
Fred Clough, Assistant Road Agent
Russell (Rusty) Loring, Chief Maintenance Engineer
Daryl Crawford, Maintenance Engineer
Charles Murray, Equipment Operator
The Town of Wakefield has been looking into buying a wood boiler
to tie into our existing oil fired boiler to heat the Town garage. In
2009 we used $8000 in heating oil for the garage. We started using
the wood boiler (Central Boiler E-Classic) on December 1 , 2009, and
for the remainder of December we used 16.5 gallons of heating oil.
We were in hopes of reducing heating oil by 50%, but after using the
wood boiler for a month, it will reduce our oil consumption by at least
75%. We are estimating around 24 cords a year to operate the wood
boiler at the garage. Good old Yankee ingenuity! The cost of the
wood boiler and the cost of installation came to about $16,500. Our
wood supply will come from trees taken down in the Town's right-of-
ways on various roads.
In addition to regular maintenance and road repair, snow, ice and
sleet control, the winter care of the Town's schoolyard, and municipal
parking lots, the following roads in the various villages of Wakefield
were tended to:
Hilltop Drive .17 miles Shim & Overlay
Gage Hill Road .67 miles Shim & Overlay
Willey Road 2 miles Shim & Overlay
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I would like to thank the people of the Town of Wakefield for then-
patience while their roads were under construction, as well as those





Wakefield Heritage Commission Report
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Each year I am amazed as I reflect on all that the Heritage Commis-
sion has accomplished through the efforts of its members and volun-
teers. In 2009 we completed the CLG grant project, an assessment of
the historical assets in Union Village. The report was presented to the
public at a meeting at the Greater Wakefield Resource Center. It is
available on DVD and will be used for future Town planning.
Recognized for our preservation efforts, we were asked to make a
presentation at the annual Office of Energy and Planning Conference
in Manchester in May. It was well received.
There are four historic buildings for which we are solely responsible:
the Spinney Meeting House, the Lovell Union Grange, the Union
Railroad Station, and the Freight House. The Freight House and the
Union Station are a part of Heritage Park in Union. This year we
completed work on the outside of the station and began restoration
on the interior as well as restoration of the semaphore, the old signal
board. The Grange was prepared for rental of the first floor as a local
craft consignment shop known as Biddie's Place. The landscaping
of the grounds and parking area at the Spinney Meeting House were
completed.
Much of our time was spent on Heritage Park. The highlight of the
year was the arrival of the 1903 plow railcar. There were many volun-
teer hours of preparation including the removal of a huge willow tree
and the relocation and construction of a railroad siding for the railcar.
The actual relocation of the car from Northfield to Union was a major
undertaking. Many hours of preparation and travel between the two
sites were needed to prepare the railcar for travel over the highways
on a flatbed. This rail car is the first car to be part of a static display
for years to come at Heritage Park. It is on loan to us by Terry and
Patti Gammon of Acton, will be restored on site and will continue to
be open for tours.
The Commission hosted the traditional Pride Day pancake breakfast
at the Poor People's Pub. This is a great fundraiser for us and has
been since the first Pride Day. We appreciate the help of our volunteer
wait staff and the generosity of the Pub owners. The Spinney Meeting
House was the highlight of a tour of historic sites hosted by Elizabeth
MacRury.
V
We were very pleased to have an antique pump organ given to us by
id and Bea Tibberts. Located at Spinney Meeting House, it will
be played at our public events.
This year we coordinated our annual Heritage Day in August with
other historical activities in Wakefield and Brooktield. Our pan con-
sisted of a musical program at Spinney Meeting House and open
house with programs at Union Station, including a railcar tour.
We have been working with the Planning Board to create a cultural
and historical chapter for the master plan and will be writing a grant
in 2010 for funds for this objective. This chapter will guide the Com-
mission in the future, as well as aid in qualifying for future grants
In September we heldAppreciation Day at Heritage Park. This bar-b-
one honored many of the volunteers who have helped us over the last
few years. Thirty-six of our volunteers attended ! Wakefield is ble c
to have so many interested in donating time for historic awareness
:.?.: r:eser^:::r..
This fall a local Boy Scout. Garret .Anthony, approached us looking
for an Eagle Scout project. Although the planning began this fall.
2010 will see the project completed He will be creating a small park-
like setting at the triangle at Sawmill Bridge near St Anthony "s. There
will be a brick **patio" with flagpole, benches and shrubby help
fund the project, the public may purchase an inscribed brick for S50.
This is a great way lo memorialize a friend, family member or local
business. For further info, you may contact a Commission mem:
We have had several discussions with property owners in the Historic
District regarding repairs to their buildings, but no public hearings
were required this year.
We are still working on creating our website and hope to have it com-
pleted in 2010.
As always, we work to increase public awareness of our many his-
toric and cultural assets and welcome any one who would like to
participate in any of our proje.
Respectfully Submitted.
Pamela Judge. Chair Nancy Bancroft
John Waitner. Vice Chair Joseph B rejwo
Kenneth Paul. Selectman Connie Twombley
J .-.-:.'. 5 r. Bam Bishop Alternate
Kelly SheaAlternate
Wakefield Library Inc.
A huge increase in the use of the library this year can be attributed to
the state of the economy. Folks have disconnected the Internet and
have stopped buying books and use the free resources in the library in-
stead. Some with home offices now use the library as the location for
their home office taking advantage of the library's Internet, printers,
copy and fax machines. Job applications must now be filed online, the
same for unemployment filings. Job searches and resume production
are common tasks for library patrons.
The number of items checked out in 2009 was up 17% over 2008;
over 23,700 items were circulated. An indicator of space constraints
is the number of items requested from other libraries through interli-
brary loan (ILL) - 1 ,500 this year as opposed to 700 last year. Most of
these ILL requests are items discarded from The Gafney due to lack
of space. Also up over 2008 by 8.5% is the number of people using
the seven public access computers. A count of 408 new patrons were
added in 2009. Folks may now check out a Kill A Watt Energy De-
tector at the library - four were donated by PSNH to allow patrons to
detect how much energy each device in the home uses and thereby cut
down energy use and save money. . .plus help the environment.
For the first time a library card fee has been implemented for all those
who do not own property or reside in Wakefield or Brookfield. Both a
$10 three-month card popular with summer visitors, and a $20 annual
card are available. All those residing in Wakefield and Brookfield
continue to have free library cards.
The board has received a report from a library consultant stating that
the library is currently offering residents the collections and services
of a library building about 64% larger. The board is moving forward
with Phase II of the consultant's report, a building program, which
should be ready to present to an architect by summer 2010. The board
will be proactive in capital fundraising with a new Development
Committee and also deciding how and where to move forward with
additional library space.
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Fundraising has been front and center on the minds of the library
board in 2009. Pride Day found members of the board selling plants
and books, June brought "Art at the Gafney" spearheaded by exhibit
coordinator Peter Abate; the second annual holiday wreath sale was
very successful in December and the annual appeal which began in
November began on a strong note. Our special thanks goes to Titia
Bozuwa who allowed us to launch her fourth book, The Emperor's
Guest in September and who then donated a portion of the sales that
day to the library. Appreciation also goes to an anonymous donor
family who has supported the library for several years by donating
$100 per month to our capital fund.
Attendance at library programs continues to grow. The IRS tax prepa-
ration folks, headed by Howie Knight, worked with over 200 people;
the monthly an exhibit is very successful and anticipated by patrons
and visitors who view the works of area artists. Again, exhibit coor-
dinator Peter Abate has organized and created monthly exhibits wor-
thy of a well-established art gallery. Staff member Janice King leads
the Monday morning "Gafney Knit Wits" as they complete personal
projects and participate in projects such as chemo caps for the Sea-
coast Cancer Center.
The summer reading program and workshops headed by Children's
Librarian Diane Cassidy, hosted over 300 people. 1 45 alone attended
the magic show by Norman Ng which capped off the 6-week pro-
gram. Diane works with area homeschoolers and includes programs
that supplement their curriculum. Storytimes, Book Babble and four
reading programs sponsored by the NH State Library are also very
popular in the Youth Library.
The Gafney Library Literacy Program based at The Greater Wakefield
Resource Center experienced an increase in attendance in 2009. Pro-
gram Coordinator and Career Counselor Rosemary Stewart worked
with area residents to create resumes, expand interviewing skills and
job search as well as tutor math. She also organized a job fair in June
in the Opera House where 65 people interacted with area employers
and followed up with networking coffees at the library. The number
of area residents who are unemployed is staggering and many have
benefitted from this valuable program.
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GED Coordinator Dot Currier reported that 85 individual students
attended the center for a total of 410 visits. The GED Testing Exam-
iners Ginny Schweitzer, Pam Knight and Bev Dirksen administered
the GED five-battery test monthly to an average of nine students per
sitting. Seventeen students passed the GED test in 2009.
The Friends of Wakefield Libraries led by Penny Voyles remain active
fundraisers providing funds for items not included in the library bud-
get. Their annual September two-day "Blowout Booksale" is eagerly
anticipated by local residents. The Friends provided the magazine
and newspaper subscriptions and the $550 downloadable audiobook
fee. They also provided prizes and materials for the Summer Read-
ing Program and two subscription passes, one to the Wright Museum
and the other to the NH Farm Museum allowing patrons free access
to both.
Again our loyal library volunteers put in over 1000 hours in 2009.
All have become trained on the new automation system, a great li-
brary tool provided by warrant article in 2008.
The current board members of the Gafney Library are: President-Jim
Murfey; Vice President-Toni Sanborn; Secretary-Carol Jeffery; Trea-
surer-Stan Lombara; members at large; Aru'vah Ferrill, Janet Gould,
Marcia Hodsdon, Tom Lavender, Dulcie Lavender, Catherine Mills,
and Sharon Theiling. Alternates are Barbara Wadleigh, and Giannina
Reilly. Titia Bozuwa is trustee emeritus. Toni Sanborn is the library
trustee elected by voters to represent the two libraries in Town, The
Gafney Library and Wakefield Library.
Respectfully submitted,






In Memory of Joan Bozuwa, Lillian Brown.
Ann Spencer Faris. and Helen C. Spencer. $ 1 .700.00
Donations 50.00
Town of Wakefield 10.125.00
Paint and Roof Fund (Interest) 37.85
Total Income SI 1 .912.85
Expenses
2009 Budget Amount Spent
S 2.400 Salary S 2.400.00
350 IRS 404.04
1,000 Books and Subscriptions 676.75
250 Archival Material 0.00
325 PSNH 260.22
2.500 Fuel Oil (Town of Wakefield) 2.541 . 14
2,000 Insurance 1.619.00
Handicap Access Fund 0.00
2.250 Maintenance 140.00
Paint and Roof Fund 0.00
50 Office Expense 44.00
400 Telephone 405.95
300 Miscellaneous Fees 334.00






The Wakefield Library, now in its 107th year, has been open on
Wednesday afternoons throughout the year, except on Wednesday and
Saturday mornings during July and August.
Circulation was lower throughout 2009, but the library continues to
enroll new borrowers. In addition the library had 110 visitors during
the year, many of whom are residents of Town who have never before
seen the interior. The library also welcomes classes from the Paul
School who are learning about Wakefield Town history.
The Library building itself is an architectural gem that unfailingly
delights visitors. It was the gift of Seth Low, mayor of New York
City, President of Columbia University, and Philanthropist. Mr. Low
was a member of the Dow family of East Wakefield (Dow - Bancroft
Homestead on Route 153). He was a principle organizer of the library
in 1894, and gave the building in 1902 in memory of his mother, Ellen
Almira Dow.
During the year, 247 books were borrowed, which translated into 101
borrowers.
A note of appreciation must be given to the Trustees who make the
library an asset to the Town of Wakefield: Peter Brown, chairman;
Debra Joyce, secretary; Nancy Hall, treasurer; Christopher Bancroft,
Ann Hatch, Pamela Judge, and Nancy Spencer Smith. Thanks also





Wakefield Parks and Recreation
It's been a very busy year for the Wakefield Recreation Department!
We started off by hosting an Ice Fishing Derby along with Moose
Mountain. We had over 100 registered fishermen and their families
participating in a wide variety of winter activities. Our summer camp
was a success, with campers enjoying trips to local area attractions,
special events and trips to the Town Beach. Other programs that
proved successful included the Fun Fall Family Festival, Hershey
Track and Field, Christmas Movie Trivia, the Snowball Dance, Soc-
cer, Basketball, Softball, Baseball, the Independence Day Celebra-
tion and Foxwood Trips. We had one competitor from our Hershey
Track team place in both the regional and State competition and move
on the National event at Hershey Park in Pennsylvania. Congratula-
tions to Blaise Laurion!!!
This year our Annual Golf Tourney was held at Province Lake Coun-
try Club and raised over $3400.00 for our Independence Day Celebra-
tion. Not only was the amount of money raised impressive, we also
had two holes in one! Thanks to many sponsors and volunteers.
Also this year, I was trained as a certified snowmobile safety instruc-
tor. We held our first class where 1 3 people participated, and 13 peo-
ple passed the course. We hope to be able to host more classes like
this in the future.
The Recreation Department would like to thank the countless vol-
unteers, including the Recreation Commission and coaches, for their
incredible dedication to the Town of Wakefield, including Jim &
Deb Miller for videotaping and advertising recreation programs and
events on our local channel. Without the help of these people most of
these programs would not be so successful. I would also like to take
the time to thank the local businesses that continue to support Parks
and Recreation. If you have any ideas or suggestions of programs
you would like to see in the future, please stop by the Recreation
Department. Recreation... the benefits are endless.
Respectfully submitted,
Wayne Robinson, Director
Wakefield Planning Board Report
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The Planning Board experienced another productive year in 2009. The
Planning Board once again worked diligently throughout the year on
revisions to the Town's Zoning Ordinance. Among the amendments
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town's Zoning Ordinance in
2009 is a Home Based Contractor Yard. The proposed Home Based
Contractor Yard article recognizes existing home based contractor
yards and allows continued operation while establishing criteria for
new home based contractor yards. The Board also proposed new Per-
mitted Uses to the Ordinance.
The Planning Board held a total of 10 administrative meetings during
2009, during which the Planning Board addressed proposed amend-
ments to the Town's Zoning Ordinance and discussed necessary up-
dates to the Town's Master Plan. As part of the discussions regarding
the Master Plan, the Board discussed the vision statement, econom-
ic development, population and housing, environmental and water
resources and reviewed a draft chapter that addressed the Town's
Population. In an effort to generate public interest, the Board held
administrative meetings for Master Plan discussions at the Greater
Wakefield Resource Center in July and at the East Wakefield Fire
Station in August. The Board also reviewed and revised its Rules of
Procedure during 2009.
During 2009, the Planning Board reviewed and acted upon 20 appli-
cations, a decrease from the 2008 applications. Applications received
during 2009 were increasingly complex and required more staff time
for review and follow up before the Board took any action. These
included the Site Plan Reviews for Industrial Communications and
Profile Bank among others. An increasing number of applicants took
advantage of a Preliminary Discussion in order to obtain input and
advice from the Planning Board before incurring any significant ex-
pense that would be associated with a formal application.
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Below is a summary of the applications received in 2009:
Site Plan Review 6
Subdivision 1
Boundary Line Adjustment 3
Preliminary Discussions 4
Change of Use 4
Compliance Hearing
Extension of Conditions of Approval
Conditional Use Permits 1
Conceptual Consultation 1
2009 brought some changes to the Planning Board itself. In Febru-
ary, the Board accepted with regret the resignation of Richard Atwa-
ter from his alternate's position on the Planning Board. During that
same month. Jerry O'Connor was appointed as an alternate member
of the Planning Board to be followed in October by Tom Dube and
Paul Wmckler and then in December b\ Stephen Royle.
During 2010. the Planning Board expects to devote more time to revi-
sions and updates to the Town's Master Plan. This will include up-
dating existing chapters of the Master Plan as well as researching and
drafting new sections to the Master Plan. The Planning Board seeks
volunteers to serve on various committees to assist with the update
of the Master Plan and invites any resident of the community with
an interest in an) of the above to contact the Planning Department
at 522-6205 x309 if you are interested in serving on one of the Mas-
ter Plan committees. The Board will also continue its review of the
Town's Subdivision and Site Plan Review Regulations to eliminate
duplications and to clarity process and intent.
The Planning Office is open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. Please feel free to stop into the Planning and Zoning Board of-
tice with any questions about the Town's Zoning Ordinance or Land
Use Regulations. Donna Beaudoin. the Planning Board secretary will
be happ) to assist you with an) questions you have about Planning
Board applications or the Town's land use regulations.
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Finally, the Planning Board meets on the 1st and 2nd Thursdays of
every month and the public is always invited. The first meeting of
the month is for public hearings on Subdivision and Site Plan Review
applications, and the second Thursday is reserved for administrative
matters and the revision of regulations. We are always looking for




Donna Faucette, Vice Chairman
Peg Stevenson, Member
John Blackwood, Selectmen's Representative
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Wakefield Police Department Report
Community Policing:
I believe strongly in our community policing methods. Our goal is
to provide the best possible results by working with the community
and exercising a problem solving approach. My goal is to keep our
rural quality of life, keep people as safe as possible, while solving
crime and problems. Many citizens stepped up to help, by being
good neighbors and watching out for each other, some by providing
information to solve crime, and others by supporting the men and
women of this Department. Remember: everything we do relies on
help from you!
Policing Efforts in 2009:
• During the summer we conducted a DWI Check point on
Route 16 in an effort to reduce the threat of Impaired Driv-
ing. We had a lot of feedback for this exercise. Most people
felt that it was a worthy endeavor; and a few people felt it
was too intrusive. I respect all your feedback and will always
try to balance safety concerns and personal freedoms.
• Grant funded patrols - we conducted several patrols through
cooperative grants. Speed patrols, DWI, & area wide DWI
patrols, youth alcohol prevention patrols, and training.
• We increased presence on patrol by streamlining our reports
and utilizing cruiser lap tops more.
• Efforts with the Carroll County drug task force were in-
creased, resulting in several successful investigations.
• Investigative meetings hosted by the NH State Police, with
area Agencies have become very beneficial in solving crime
throughout the County.
The Economy:
I know times are tough, and I can assure you we are doing our part to
provide the most efficient service we can while keeping the budget
as low as possible. As you can see below, each year our work load
gets a little heavier, and we are striving to solve more crimes, make
the community safer, and protect our community from drugs. For-
tunately we received some help in the form of a COPS grant, which
allowed us to hire another officer at no increase to the budget for the
next three years. Our new Officer is Melanie Locke, who is now at-
tending the Police Academy. This new position will help us keep up
with the goals we have for our community.
The Changes:
Henry Blanton has retired after 40 years of service. Henry served as
a part time Officer and as Animal Control Officer, and we are very
grateful for all he has done.
The Police Department has now taken on the responsibilities of Ani-
mal Control. We have hired a part time Officer (Fred Guldbrandsen)
who will serve as an Animal Control Officer. The new Kennel is in
operation, and we have equipped last year's leftover cruiser as a K-9
cruiser, for Animal Control. If you have an Animal Control issue,
please call the Police Department 522.3232 or Dispatch 539.2284.
Officer of the Year:
The members of the Police Department have voted for Ugo Pinardi as
Officer of the Year. Ugo is starting his third year with the Department,
and he is doing an outstanding job.
CRIME AND INVESTIGATIONS:
CRIME AND INVESTIGATIONS:
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Calls For Service 6519 5546 8205 10461 11700 12745 12219 12887
Burglary 26 28 19 22 31 34 47 39
Criminal Trespass 47 42 56 32 34 23 48 39
Theft 93 63 101 118 83 75 84 108
Criminal Mischief 128 124 169 89 116 87 101 85
Arrests 478 307 636 473 477 514 572 642
Motor vehicle thefts 10 9 10
Domestic violence
related cases 61 73 69
Sexual assault related
cases 11 12 8
Motor vehicle activity 2636 1486 2134 1586 1268 1394 1318 2449
Accidents 132 120 156 154 131 131 149 132
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Charges of Interest:
Aggravated Assault 7 Robbery 2
Assault 47 Involuntary Emergency Admission 21
Burglary 13 Liquor Law Violations 26
Juvenile Arrests 52 Drug related charges 20
Theft 15 Protective Custody 26
Criminal Mischief 18 Conduct After Accident 3
Criminal Threatening 13 Driving After Suspension 31
Criminal Trespass 5 DWI 27








Antifreeze 3 1 8 gallons Antifreeze 300 gallons
Batteries 3.11 tons Batteries 4.32 tons
Mixed Paper 362.5 tons Mixed Paper 31 1.57 tons
Aluminum Cans 9.6 tons Aluminum Cans 13.93 tons
Glass 150.15 tons Glass 201.78 tons
Fluorescent Bulbs None shipped Fluorescent Bulbs 11917 units
Used Motor Oil 3477 gallons Used Motor Oil 3030 gallons
Electronics 12.97 tons Electronics 18.41 tons
Textiles 17.02 tons Textiles 26.6 tons



















Trustees of the Trust Funds
The Trustees of the Trust Funds are responsible for the prudent invest-
ment of the capital reserves and trust funds of the Town of Wakefield.
The primary objective is preservation of capital with a secondary goal
of maximizing earnings subject to safety constraints. The actions of
the Trustees and the investment vehicles used are regulated by the
State of New Hampshire, with an annual reporting requirement to the
Department of Revenue Administration and the Attorney General's
Office. The entire portfolio consists of monies for the Town cem-
eteries, charitable school scholarships. Town capital reserves, school
capital reserves and Wakefield's water department, with an aggregate
balance as of December 3 1 , 2009 in excess of $2,009,860. The funds
are currently managed by TD Bank and typically invested in U.S.
Treasury bonds or notes, U.S. government agency bonds, or bank
CDs.
The Wakefield Cemetery Fund is comprised of many small funds for
the care of individual cemetery plots. The Cemetery Trustees are
responsible for the actual care and maintenance of these plots using
the income earned from the Trust Funds. The fund balance as of De-
cember 3 1 , 2009 is as follows:
Wakefield Cemetery Fund $334,745.17
In 1997 the Carl Siemon Scholarship Fund was established for Wake-
field students. Several scholarship awards are made each year. The
balance as of December 3 1 , 2009 is shown below.
Carl Siemon Scholarship Fund $176,653.50
The Trustees are also responsible for the investment of the Capital
Reserve Funds that the voters of Wakefield approve each year. All
new reserves and additional contributions as voted, approved, and
received in 2009 have been deposited into the appropriate funds. The
following Capital Reserve Funds are currently in place and the bal-
ances are as of December 3 1 , 2009
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Public Safety Bldg. - Upstairs $64,967.72
Recycling Equipment $84,110.07
Highway Heavy-Equipment $98,428.05
Aquifer Protection $25 ,247 .94




Waste Water Treatment $1 07,61 1 .28
Technology Fund $ 1 8 ,355 .63
Parks & Rec. Field Maintenance $1 ,463 .09
Cemetery Maintenance $6,804.84
The following funds are held for the School District:
School Transportation $20,835.95
School Generator $36,810.19
School Propane Tank $4,322.33
The following funds are held for the Water Department:
Water Dept. Main Replacement $16,832.19
Water Department $84,344.25
Water CRF Emergency Reserves $24,687 .2
1
The Trustees of the Trust Funds meet periodically in the Wake-
field Town Hall to review investment reports. Investment vehicles
are evaluated to ensure compliance with the regulations of the State
of New Hampshire. The trustees also confer with our custodian, TD
Bank, regarding performance, maturities and risk/return character-
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istics of investments within the portfolio. Anyone interested is wel-
come to attend the Trustees meetings in 2010. The public meeting







The Wakefield Zoning Board of Adjustment is a quasi-judicial
body, which is tasked by state law with the responsibility of interpreting
the provisions of the Town's Zoning Ordinance and deciding whether
relief from provisions of the Ordinance are warranted. It has been
said that the ZBA is the "safety valve" of land use law, which allows
"waiver of the strict letter of the zoning ordinance without sacrifice
to its spirit and purpose." In carrying out this role, the Board must
carefully balance the constitutional property rights of citizens with the
need of the Town as a whole to provide order in land use regulation.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment consists of ten volunteers, all
appointed by the Board of Selectmen. There are currently five regular
members and four alternates serving on the Board. My thanks go
to those who served as regular or alternate members of the Zoning
Board ofAdjustment in 2009. They are, in alphabetical order, Cecille
Arnone, John Crowell, George Frothingham, Sandy Lebel, John
Napekoski, Judith Sjostrom, Doug Stewart - Chair, Sharon Theiling,
and Paul Winckler - Vice-chair. The Board meets once per month
on a regular schedule, but may schedule additional hearings if the
caseload requires.
During 2009, eight applications were brought before the Board.
Six of these applications were requests for Variances, three of which
were for Area Variances and three were for Use Variances. All three
of the requests for Area Variances were granted, two of these with
conditions. All three of the Use Variances were granted, two of these
with conditions. There was one request for a Special Exception, which
was granted with conditions. There was oneAppeal ofAdministrative
Decision, which was denied.
As the current Chairperson and on behalf of the Town, I would
like to thank the members of the Board for not only volunteering their
time but also for their well considered judgment in deciding on the
cases we hear.
I would also like to thank our part time secretary, Lynn Shaffer,
and our former Town Planner, Kathy Menici, for their organizational
assistance, help with case research, and dedication. Without them, the
workload on the Board would be much more difficult to manage.
Respectfully submitted,
Doug Stewart
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Marriages Registered in the Town ofWakefield
For the Year Ending December 31, 2009




























































































DATE PLACE NAMES RESIDENCE
22-Aug East Wakefield John E Farina East Wakefield
Michelle Crew East Wakefield
22-Aug Moultonborough John M Hendrick East Wakefield
AnninaA. Peaslee Sanbornville
5-Sep North Conway Joseph W Fleck East Wakefield
Patricia A Stell North Conway
5-Sep Madison George B Clark Wakefield
Chelsea N Kingsbury Wakefield
9-Sep Wakefield Michael P Girardin Wakefield
Mary D Andrews Wakefield
12-Sep Newton Dana J Daigle Wakefield
Diana M Williamson Wakefield
12-Sep Barrington Sean P Kelly Wakefield
Emily A Joy Wakefield
12-Sep Wakefield James S Blackwood Wakefield
Amy E Nason Wakefield
26-Sep Madison Jonathan A Crowell Sanbornville
Ashley N Eastman Wolfeboro
3-Oct Chocorua Michael J Schock Wakefield
Andrea L Perry Wakefield
3-Oct Wolfeboro Jeffery C Ballard East Wakefield
Stephanie M Testa East Wakefield
3-Oct North Conway Raymond I Smith East Wakefield
Jocelyn N Sanborn East Wakefield
10-Oct East Wakefield John J Sanborn East Wakefield
KathleenA Smith East Wakefield
10-Oct Rochester Jonathan D Hayward Wakefield
Jennifer L Thurston Wakefield
31 -Oct Jackson John S Flannery Sanbornville
Bonnie S Currey Sanbornville
28-Nov Pelham Brian M Pare East Wakefield
Lindsay A Desjardins Haverhill, MA
1-Dec Rochester Zachary S Emerson Sanbornville
Miranda L. Cahill Milton
27-Dec Wakefield Lionel L. Wallingford Sanbornville
Alicia M. Whitten Sanbornville




Civil Unions Registered in the Town ofWakefield
For the Year Ending December 31, 2009
DATE PLACE NAMES RESIDENCE
29-Aug Moultonborough Wanda G Crawford E Wakefield
Jean M Huppe Farmington
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with a Municipal Budget Committee MS-7
109
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
WITH A MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
OF: WAKEFIELD
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 2010 to December 31 , 2010
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles in the appropriate
recommended and not recommended area. All proposed appropriations must be on this form.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the address below within 20 days after the meeting.
This form was posted with the warrant on (Date): Qgt.flU,4(r?.( c^S^QlO
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in ink.
Under penalites of perjury, I declare that I hayar€xain!ned the information contained in this form and to the best ol^fnyTselief ibis true, correct and complete.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
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2010 Town ofWakefield MS-7 1 15
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TAXES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
3120 Land Use Change Taxes - General Fund
3180 Resident Taxes
31S5 Timber Taxes 8,310 8,000 8,000
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 113,149 90,000 90,000
Inventory Penalties
3187 Excavation Tax ($.02 cents per cu yd)
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3210 Business Licenses & Permits 970 700 700
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 706,740 675,000 675,000
3230 Building Permits 64,244 50,000 50,000
3290 Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 29,435 20,000 20,000
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues
3352 Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 216,224 210,000 210,000
3353 Highway Block Grant 118,311 120,000 120,000
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3355 Housing & Community Development
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) 22,000 15,000 15,000
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS 246,182 246,182 246,182
CHARGES FOR SERVICES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3401-3406 Income from Departments 274,545 220,000 220,000
3409 Other Charges
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 44,856 30,000 30,000
3502 Interest on Investments 6,299 5,000 5,000
3503-3509 Other 33,827 10,000 10,000
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3912 From Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds
116 2010 Town ofWakefield MS-7
Selectmen's Budget
Warr. Actual Revenues Estimated Committee's
ACCT.# SOURCE OF REVENUE Art.# Prior Year Revenues Est. Revenues
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN cont xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
3914 From Enterprise Funds




3915 From Capital Reserve Funds
3916 From Trust & Fiduciary Funds 14,517 10,000 10,000
3917 Transfers from Conservation Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc. from Long Term Bonds & Notes
Amounts VOTED From F/B ("Surplus ")
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes








Operating Budget Appropriations Recommended (from pg 5) 4,091,463 4,171.230 4,078,717
Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from pg. 6) 243,000 167,000 127,000
Individual Warrant Articles Recommended (from pg. 6) 11,062 66,945 56,946
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 4,395,176 4,262,662
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) 1.717,282 1,717,282
Estimated Amount of Taxes to be Raised 2,677,893 2,646,380
Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18: $424,836
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
2010 Town ofWakefield MS-7 ll7
BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating 10% Maximum Increase)
(RSA 32:18, 19, & 32:21)
IVERSION #1: Use if you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items or RSA 32:21 Water Costs j
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: Wakefield FISCAL YEAR
END 12/31/10
1. Total RECOMMENDED by Budget Comm. (See Posted





2. Principal: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
$ 8,937.00
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes $ 5,362.00
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term Bonds &Notes
per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.
5. Mandatory Assessments
6. Total exclusions (Sum of rows 2 - 5) < 14,299.00 >
7. Amount recommended less recommended
exclusion amounts (line 1 less line 6)
$4,248,363.00
8. Line 7 times 10% $ 424,836.00
9. Maximum Allowable Appropriations (lines 1+8) $4,673,199.00
Line 8 is the maximum allowable increase to budget committee's recommended budget.
Please enter this amount on the bottom of the posted budget form, MS7, 27, or 37.
Please attach a copy of this completed supplemental schedule to the back of the budget form.
MBA_!0%
Rev. 06/08
2010 Town ofWakefield Warrant
To the inhabitants of the Town of Wakefield in the State of New
Hampshire qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified of the First and Second Session of the 2010
Annual Town Meeting as follows:
FIRST SESSION
You are notified to meet for the First Session of the Annual Town
Meeting, to be held in the Opera House of the Wakefield Town Hall,
2 High Street, Sanbornville, New Hampshire, on Saturday, January
30, 2010, at 7:00 p.m. The first Session will consist of explanation,
discussion, and debate of each of the following warrant articles, and
will afford those voters who are present the opportunity to propose,
debate, and adopt amendments to each warrant article, except those
articles whose wording is prescribed by state law.
SECOND SESSION
You are also notified to meet for the Second Session of the Annual
Town Meeting to elect town officers by official ballot and to vote by
official ballot on the warrant articles as they may have been amended
at the First Session, to be held at the Opera House of the Wakefield
Town Hall, 2 High Street, Sanbornville, New Hampshire, on Tues-
day, March 9, 2010. Polls for voting by official ballot will open at
8:00 a.m. and will close at 7:00 p.m., unless the town votes to keep
the polls open to a later hour.
Article 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing
year.
Article 2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordi-
nance as follows: Amendment adds "Home Based Contractor Yards"
both new and existing as a permitted use in specific zoning districts
and adds development standards and related definitions associated
therewith? (Majority vote required.)
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Article 3: Are you in favor of the adoption ofamendment No. 2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows: Amendment adds Car Wash as a Permitted Use in spe-
cific zoning districts? (Majority vote required.)
Article 4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordi-
nance as follows: Amendment removes language in its entirety from
existing Article 17 - Route 16 Corridor and reserves Article 17 for
future use? (Majority vote required.)
Article 5: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordi-
nance as follows: Amendment modifies language to existing Article
24 - Personal Wireless Service Facilities by changing the maximum
height of a ground mounted facility and adding a requirement to the
procedure? (Majority vote required.)
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) to be added to the
Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (Ma-
jority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 2-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 10-0.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be added to the Bridge
Construction Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (Ma-
jority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 2-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 10-0.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to be added
to the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(Majority vote required.)
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This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 2-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 10-0.
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) to be added to
the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 2-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 10-0.
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be added to the
Technology Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (Ma-
jority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 2-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 9-1
.
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund pursuant to RSA 35:1 for the purpose of Emer-
gency Management and to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand Dollars ($2,000) to be placed in said fund and further
to appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend. (Majority
vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 2-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 10-0.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of Zero Dollars ($0) for engineering and right-of
way expenses for the sidewalk project to allow safe passage for
school children on Burroughs Avenue, Gary Road, Forest Street,
and Taylor Way. This project is funded partially from a grant
for Transportation Enhancement and this request is part of the
Town's match for that grant. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 2-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 10-0.
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Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of
the existing Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund to the Purchase and
Equip Fire Vehicles Capital Reserve Fund. (2/3 vote required.)
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Thirty-five Thousand Nine Hundred Forty-five Dol-
lars ($35,945) to purchase and equip a fast-response command
vehicle for the Fire Department. (Majority Vote Required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 2-0, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 10-0.
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Eleven Thousand Dollars ($11,000) for the prepara-
tion of the Historical and cultural Chapter of the Master Plan
to be completed by a Preservation Planner. Six Thousand Six
Hundred Dollars ($6600) is expected to be in the form of a CLG
grant, and Four Thousand Four Hundred Dollars ($4400) will
come from general taxation. This article is a non-lapsing article
and will not expire until the project is completed or the end of the
year 2012, whichever happens first. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 3-0, and by the Budget Committee by a vote of 9-1
.
Article 16: By Petition: "To see if the Town."
Article 17: By Petition: "To see if the Town."
Article 18: To see ifthe Town will vote to establish a revolving fund
pursuant to RSA 31:95-h, for the purpose of police special details.
All revenues received for police special details will be deposited
into the fund, and the money in the fund shall be allowed to accu-
mulate from year to year, and shall not be considered part of the
town's general fund unreserved fund balance. The money in this
fund can be spent for any legal purpose under RSA 31:95-h. The
town treasurer shall have custody of all moneys in the fund, and
shall pay out the same only upon order of the governing body and
no further approval is required by the legislative body to expend.
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Such funds may be expended only for the purpose for which the
fund was created. (Majority vote required.)
Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to establish a revolving
fund pursuant to RSA 31:95-h, for the purpose of cable access
channel. All revenues received for the cable access channel, in-
cluding franchise fees, will be deposited into the fund, and the
money in the fund shall be allowed to accumulate from year to
year, and shall not be considered part of the town's general fund
unreserved fund balance. The town treasurer shall have custody
of all moneys in the fund, and shall pay out the same only upon
order of the governing body and no further approval is required
by the legislative body to expend. Such funds may be expended
only for the purpose for which the fund was created. (Majority
vote required.)
Article 20: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Drug For-
feiture Account pursuant to RSA 318-B:17-b, for the purpose of
expenses related to drug enforcement activities. AH revenues re-
ceived for the drug forfeiture account will be deposited into the
fund, and the money in the fund shall be allowed to accumulate
from year to year, and shall not be considered part of the town's
general fund unreserved fund balance. The town treasurer shall
have custody of all moneys in the fund, and shall pay out the same
only upon order of the Police Chief with approval by the govern-
ing body and no further approval is required by the legislative
body to expend. Such funds may be expended only for the pur-
pose for which the fund was created. (Majority vote required.)
Article 21 : To see if the Town will vote to establish a Town Forest
at Tax Map 50, Parcel 2 on Pray Hill Road, under the provisions
of RSA 3.1: 110, and further to appoint the Conservation Commis-
sion as the managers of said forest under the provisions of RSA
31:112. (Majority vote required.)
Article 22: By Petition: To see if the Town will vote to ap-
prove the following resolution to be forwarded to our State
Representative(s), our State Senator, the Speaker of the House,
and the Senate President:
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Resolved: The citizens of New Hampshire should be allowed to
vote on an amendment to the New Hampshire constitution that
defines "marriage.'
9?
Article 23: Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operat-
ing budget, not including appropriations by special warrant ar-
ticles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set
forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by
vote of the first session, for the purpose set forth herein, totaling
$4,102,717? Should this article be defeated, the default budget
shall be $4,093,926, which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the Town or by law,
or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accor-
dance with RSA 40:13X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only. (Majority vote required.)
This appropriation is recommended by the Board of Selectmen, by a
vote of 2-1, and the Budget Committee, by a vote of 12-0
Article 24: To transact any further business that may legally
come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 25th day of January, in the year
of our Lord Two Thousand Ten.
WAKEFIELD BOARD OF SELECTMEN







FIRE & AMBULANCE (emergency dispatch) 539-2261





POLICE (24 hour dispatch) 800-832-2100
POLICE STATION (office only) 522-3232
ALL EMERGENCIES 911
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 539-2284
POISON CONTROL CENTER 800-562-8236
HUGGINS HOSPITAL (Wolfeboro) 569-2150







ROAD AGENT/HIGHWAY GARAGE 522-8266
TRANSFER STATION 522-3590
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 522-3232
WATER PRECINCT 522-3438
SELECTMEN'S MEETING
2nd & 4th Wednesday at 7:00 P.M.
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE HOURS
Mon - Fri 8-4
TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE HOURS
Mon & Wed 8:30 -1:30
Tues, Thurs & Fri 8:30 - 4
First & Last Sat 8:30 - 12:30 (Closed all other Saturdays)
TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE HOURS
Mon • Fri 9-2
TRANSFER STATION HOURS
Fri, Sat, Sun, Mon 8-3
BOARD OF ASSESSORS MEETING
By Appointment
ASSESSING OFFICE
Mon - Fri 8 - 4
BUILDING INSPECTOR/HEALTH OFFICER
Mon- Fri 8:00 -4:00
PLANNING BOARD
1st & 2nd Thursday at 7:00 P.M.

